What is Market Profile?
It is absolutely insane that in 2018 with all the people trading financial markets, this is still a
question. Let’s start with the foundation.
Market Profile was developed by Peter Steidlmeyer in CBOT in the 60’s, at that time Peter wanted to
organise trading data in a more readable format. Anyone who has traded candle stick charts would
note that it is a long way from feudal Japan. Peter used the Bell Curve theory in mathematics to
come to a conclusion.
All distribution of data if random and fair would form a Bell curve. That is 70% of the data will be two
standard deviations either side of the mean and we should be able to see the most frequent
occurring data or mode.
This conclusion led to Peter organising all the price data into the market profile graphic. Market
profile soon became the standard for trading at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Let’s take a closer
look into the aspects of market profile.

Value High or VAH in Market Profile
What is Value high in the market profile graphic? Well it is simply the upper standard deviation from
the mean. Okay let’s take a closer look at what this means.
If a loaf of bread on average is $1 and 1 standard deviation is 20c then the VAH is $1.40. This is
incredibly expensive for a bread buyer but lucrative for a bread seller. So in other words the Value
high in market profile data is the highest reasonable price anyone should want to pay for bread.
Anything above this is unfair and creates super normal profits. Extortion in other words.

Value Low or VAL
If we take the above example then Value low is simply the opposite, so a loaf of bread at VAL will be
60c an absolute bargain that presents the opportunity to profit. Anything below that is basement
bargains. No seller wants to sell at that price.

There is also another important factor in the market profile graphic and that’s what price people
paid on mass or more often. This is the Point of control.

Point Of Control
The Point of control in market profile is the most traded price. It is possible that the average price for
bread is $1 but more people bought bread at 80c. This would mean the POC is 80c. This means that
if 80c is the common price this will be a truer reflection of the value of bread.

Now that we know the three important aspects of market profile, let us explore how the graphic is
built.

Peter divided the data into auctions, 30 minutes auctions and labelled each auction with letters. He
also computed a row size for each letter, so by what value must price move to constitute a letter. So
for example each A print is worth 20c so if the price of bread rose by $1 within 30 minutes then we
would have 5 prints of A. The next 30 mins will be B.
This type of trading Chart is also known as a TPO chart or Time Price Opportunity chart.

Why should we use Market Profile?
I often like to think traders using the basic OHLC chart models are like dinosaurs. They will go extinct.
Trading is very serious business and people often lose money because they blindly follow gurus or
public ideas. Let’s look at some facts.
1.) 90% of all Hedgefunds in the globe use Market Profile for trading. It really doesn’t matter
whether you like it or not, if you don’t follow the large traders you will fail. The road less
traveled often leads to success.
2.) Market profile is just so much easier to interpret, this reduces your need to spend ours
strategizing, if you trade millions, over thinking is very expensive, why do it?
3.) It is accessible and developer friendly, if you design algorithms, this is your wet dream, I
have taught so many developers who end up with big banks.
4.) You gain a greater understanding of market liquidity, in my video blog Trading Titans Podcast
I have smashed out several trades on liquidity inefficiency that would likely have tripled
some accounts.

5.) Risk is still a factor of volatility; market profile allows you to analyse risk in real-time. I have
seen traders exit a market that no doubt without a market profile graphic would have gone
bust.

To conclude, there is no denying that this is no holy grail but we can all agree, it is smart trading to
work with what works and gives you the most information and ease of use. As more and more of us
want to learn how to trade, it is important we start to think like serious traders. Market profile will
continue to be used by the biggest firms and funds because of ease of interpretation when used with
any asset.
For more information on Market Profile visit https://www.marketprofile.org
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